n this follow-up to the popular The Adventures of Rabbi Harvey: A
Graphic Novel of Jewish Wisdom and Wit in the Wild West, the Rabbi
returns to the streets of Elk Spring, Colorado. Part Wild West sheriff, part
old world rabbi, Harvey protects his town and delivers justice, wielding only
the weapons of wisdom, wit and a bit of trickery. These adventures combine
Jewish and American folklore by creatively retelling comic Jewish folktales
and setting them loose on the western frontier of the 1870s.
As his fame grows throughout the Rocky Mountains, Rabbi Harvey meets
new characters—including the luckless gold miner Abigail—and faces a slew of
new challenges. He encounters the return of “Big Milt” and Wolfie Wasserman
(the most feared father-and-son outlaw team east of Nevada), and investigates
another bold crime by the sweet-faced Bad Bubbe. And, as ever, the Rabbi is
the quickest draw in the West—when it comes to pulling out bits of Talmudic
insight to fit any occasion, that is. Like any great collection of Jewish folktales, these stories contain layers of humor and timeless wisdom that will
entertain, teach and, especially, make you laugh.

Praise for The Rabbi Harvey Series
“Endearing…. Older teens and adults will
laugh and learn watching Harvey at work.”
—Jewish Book World
“For every kid who ever sneaked a comic
book into the synagogue, there is a new
hero—Rabbi Harvey, who tamed the Old
West with Jewish wisdom and humor. I’m
hiding a copy of this book in my tallis bag,
hoping my kids will find it!”
—Rabbi Edward Feinstein, author of
Tough Questions Jews Ask: A Young
Adult’s Guide to Building a Jewish Life

“Thoroughly brilliant.... A stunning contribution to children’s literature.... Exude[s]
the Jewish reverence for knowledge.”
—New Republic
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ABIGAIL v. THE WIND
In an icy creek, a mile and a half high
in the Rocky Mountains …

… a few stubborn miners
were panning for gold.
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Rabbi Harvey Rides Again
Most of the miners had moved on
to other mountains, to other
streams and rivers. And with good
reason.

There really did not
seem to be any gold
left in this
creek.

Nothing.

But Abigail decided to give it a few more weeks.
She did not have enough money to start over
somewhere new.
No way I go back East
empty-handed.

Two more luckless weeks passed.

Then it started to rain.

Perfect.

The rain poured down day
after day. Abigail soon ran
out of food.
But not water.
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Abigail v. the Wind
She searched her
shelves.
What ever happened
to that trout jerky?

3
Abigail hated baking. Also, she
was bad at it. But now she had
no choice. She looked through
some recipes her mother had
written down for her.

Guess I can’t make
the cinnamon-raisin
buns.
All she had left was a bit
of flour in a jar.
She decided to try a simple
peasant loaf.

Mix flour gently
into water …

Abigail dumped the flour into
the water, mixed it a few
times, slapped the dough into
three baking pans, and cooked
them in her fireplace. An hour
later, she had three loaves of
bread.

Why gently?
They always
say that. What
difference could
it possibly
make?

Just as Abigail was about to bite into her first loaf of bread,
there was a knock on the door. It was a neighbor — another
miner from down the creek.
You’re
welcome to
I ain’t had a bite in
a loaf of
four days, Abby.
bread.
You got anything
at all to spare?
At least, I
think it’s
bread.
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Rabbi Harvey Rides Again
Abigail sat down with her
second loaf. There was
another knock on the
door.

He’s come to
return the bread.
How ungrateful
can you get?

But it was actually Jesse,
the young son of another
miner.
Dad and me, we
smelled cooking,
and he said to ask
you, would you
trade something
to eat for
this bowl of
butter?
It’s only green
on the very top.

Abigail gave Jesse her second loaf of bread.

She was about to bite into her
last loaf of bread when a powerful
wind blasted the door open and
lifted the loaf from its plate …

… carrying it out of
the shack ...

… across the creek, over a hill, and into
the rainy night.
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But Abigail was in no mood to
pan for gold. She was
furious with
the wind for
stealing her
bread. She
wanted justice.

The sun finally came out
the next morning.
So she packed up her things
and set out to find a judge
who would hear her case.

A farmer gave her an apple,
and some advice on where
she might bring her case.
Sounds like a job
for Rabbi
Harvey.
Who’s
he?

She walked for days,
several times nearly
fainting from hunger.
As the farmer explained, Rabbi Harvey was well known
throughout the Rocky Mountain region for his wisdom and
fairness. Abigail headed toward the town of Elk Spring,
Colorado, where the Rabbi lived.
Abigail arrived
later that day.
And here’s the
Rabbi now.
Soon I’ll be in Frisco,
And then I’ll
look around,
And when I
see the gold
lumps there,
I’ll pick
them off
the ground!

I’m looking
for a wise
old man.
I see.
His name is
Rabbi … um,
Henry?
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Rabbi Harvey Rides Again

I guess that’ll
have to do.

Hm ... I know of
a fairly young,
somewhat
intelligent
rabbi named
Harvey.

Harvey
agreed to
hear
Abigail’s
case
against
the wind.

And then the wind came
in, without knocking,
like this! And stole my
last loaf of bread!

Interesting. You have a very strong case.
Thanks, Henry.
Harvey, actually. Anyway, I always
insist on hearing from both sides before
making any judgment. It is only fair that
we give the wind a chance to respond to
your charges.
They waited for five minutes for
the wind. Then ten minutes.
Show your
face, you
coward.

Not even a breeze.
Any thoughts
on how to
rule here,
Harv?
I think
punishing
the wind is
well beyond
your jurisdiction.
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Harvey had an idea.
We’ve given the wind a
fair chance to speak, so
I’m ready to make my
judgment. It was wrong
of the wind to steal your
last loaf of bread. I order
the wind to pay cash
damages of two dollars
for groceries.

Actually … hmm …
on second
thought …

However, since
we’re unable to
collect from the
wind right now,
the town of Elk
Spring will
advance the
money.

I rule that the wind
should cook you
one hot meal.
I’ll take it.
How do you
feel about roast
chicken and
potatoes?

Ten minutes later:
Well he can’t
sing, but he
sure can
cook.

Harvey returned to his
work.

A well-dressed man walked
up while Harvey was in midswing.
Rabbi
Harvey, I
presume?
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Rabbi Harvey Rides Again
Startled by the voice,
Harvey swung a bit wildly.

I believe this is yours.
Thank you.

My name is Morris, Rabbi. I
understand you’re the man to
talk to around here.
Depends what
you want to
talk about.
I have a very
large sum of
money I wish
to give to a
worthy cause.

There’s well over a hundred
dollars in here, Rabbi.

Sweet
bubbe.

I’ll see
what I
can do.

The man opened his
bag and took out a
metal box, heavy
with coins.
I am a merchant, Rabbi,
fairly successful I
suppose. Anyway,
a few days ago
I was on my
way to Santa
Fe to buy
a few goods.
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I hope they still have a few
cases of that
jalapeño
matzah.

Soon I entered
a small forest.
From out of nowhere, an armed
bandit leapt into the road.

Hand
over all
your
cash!

Of course,
of course.

Stop the
wagon!

But I really didn’t want to
give him the money, so I
attempted to distract him
by talking about fashion. I
used to be a
tailor, you
know.

I didn’t
realize.

Just let me get my — are those
flowers on your mask?
What an interesting
pattern!

My usual bandana
was dirty, so I
borrowed this
scarf from my
wife.
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Fascinating, fascinating....
I’ll bet it looks charming
on her.
Well, this has been
a most pleasant
chat, but now I
must be going.

But the thief was as sharp
as a new sewing needle.
Thanks, pal.
Now, hand over
your money.

Please give my
best to your
wife, and have
a nice day.

As I handed over the money, I saw
something flying toward us.

The thief thought it
was another trick.

What in the
world is that?
Nice try,
friend.

It’s right behind you!
I’d like to put this
robbery behind me,
pal. So hand over
your watch and
I’ll be—

The flying object
smacked right into
the thief’s head,
knocking him out
cold.

That was
remarkable.
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No, Mom, please … please
don’t make me go to Hebrew
school today….

I snatched
back my
money and
sped away.

And I feel so fortunate to have
escaped, I wish to offer thanks,
you know, give something back.
Perhaps this money can help
others in need.
That is a
noble act.

I’m curious, the
object that fell on
the thief’s
head … did you
happen to see
what it was?

I actually
have it
right here,
Rabbi.

Inside the office, Abigail had
just finished her meal.
I wonder if I
should have
chewed?

Here it
is, Rabbi.
But is this
a ...? How
incredible….
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Rabbi called
in through
the window.

Does this
look familiar
to you?

Would you step
over here for a
moment?

I’d know this anywhere,
Rabbi. This is my last
loaf of bread!

A tiny hint:
next time
add a pinch
of yeast to
your recipe.
This is more
or less a
stone.

I thought
it might
be.

At any rate, I did not
call you to the window
to discuss baking.
I am sorry to announce that I have to reverse my earlier
decision. Now that I understand all the facts of the
case, it is clear that the wind was justified in
stealing your bread.
How can you
say that,
Rabbi?

Two reasons. One, the
wind used your bread
for the worthy purpose
of fighting crime.
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Abigail v. the Wind
Two, the wind
prevented you
from eating the
bread.

13
Does that mean
I have to return
the roast
chicken?

Abigail picked up her bags.

No, that won’t
be necessary.

Well ...
thanks for
everything.

Then she left the
Rabbi’s office, and
started down the road.

The Rabbi caught up with her
in the street.
Quick — name
the first five
presidents
of the United
States.
Washington,
Adams,
Jefferson,
Madison,
Monroe.
Why do
you ask?

Just a minute!

You mentioned earlier
that you are thinking of
giving up on gold mining.
I am,
it’s true.
And that
you are a bit
short on cash.
Completely
broke,
Rabbi.
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Rabbi Harvey Rides Again
Any interest in
teaching?
Teaching?

Sure.

We have about ten children in
town now and we’re looking for
someone to lead a small
school in the
empty room
in back of
Harry’s
Merchandise.

Take this and buy the supplies you will
need for class. Consider whatever is left
over as your wages for the year.

He’s good.

Thank
you,
Rabbi.

The merchant
rode off toward
New Mexico.

Now, to see about
that matzah….

I’ll have to brush
up on my long
division.

And the Rabbi
went back to
work.

Abigail began
planning for
her new job.

Oh, California, that’s the
land for me!
I’m going to Sacramento
with my washpan on
my knee.

as only Rabbi harvey can tell them

S

ince Rabbi Harvey first sauntered onto the scene in The Adventures of
Rabbi Harvey: A Graphic Novel of Jewish Wisdom and Wit in the Wild West
(Jewish Lights), he’s been venerated throughout the western frontier for his
wisdom, quick wit and kindness.
Part Wild West sheriff, part old world rebbe, he resolves conflict, offers
friendship, and teaches Jewish values, while still finding time for a good
meal and a game of baseball.
Though they may not be quite as you remember them, each of the ten
stories in this witty and original collection is based on traditional Jewish
folktales, Hasidic legends and Talmudic teachings. The refreshing presentation in graphic novel format will uplift, amuse, surprise and delight.

Praise for the Rabbi Harvey Series
“Harvey’s adventures are so much fun you hardly realize you’re learning anything until it’s too late…. In the tradition of great Jewish humor, selfdeprecating one-liners and deadpan delivery abound. Kids of all ages will
love Harvey’s sugary wisdom and wit.”
—Publishers Weekly
“Regardless of one’s religious or cultural background, Rabbi Harvey has insight
to pass on to everyone.”
—LibraryJournal.com

Also Available
The Adventures of Rabbi Harvey: A Graphic Novel of
Jewish Wisdom and Wit in the Wild West
By Steve Sheinkin
Classic Jewish folktales meet the Wild West in this hilarious
graphic novel. 

Steve Sheinkin

is the writer and
illustrator of The Adventures of Rabbi Harvey: A
Graphic Novel of Jewish Wisdom and Wit in the Wild
West (Jewish Lights), for which he won Moment
Magazine’s Emerging Writer Award in children’s
literature, and Rabbi Harvey vs. the Wisdom Kid:
A Graphic Novel of Dueling Jewish Folktales in the
Wild West (Jewish Lights), among other books.
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Praise for the Rabbi Harvey Series
“Rabbi Harvey tames the West with wisdom on one hip, humor
on the other.”
—Stan Mack, author of The Story of the Jews:
A 4,000-Year Adventure—A Graphic History Book
“Sheinkin has a comedian’s flair for the ridiculous (and I mean that in
a good way). That, coupled with his whimsical illustrations, makes The
Adventures of Rabbi Harvey a hilarious read!”
—Arie Kaplan, author of Masters of the Comic
Book Universe Revealed!
“With a blend of concise illustrations and snappy banter Steve
Sheinkin pioneers Jewish folklore in novel directions. A friendly
starter for readers of all ages wishing to explore Judaic parables of
logic and wit. A jovial read that left me smiling.”
—JT Waldman, author of Megillat Esther
“Imparts so much memorable, useful and enjoyable wisdom. And you
gotta love the cartoons that deliver homey Jewish Yiddishkeit in a
post-modern format. Move over Aesop’s Fables, make room for Rabbi
Harvey’s tales.”
—Shulamit Reinharz, PhD, Brandeis University, coauthor of The JGirl’s
Guide: The Young Jewish Woman’s Handbook for Coming of Age

6 x 9, 144 pp, Full-color illus., Quality PB Original, 978-1-58023-310-1

The Adventures of Rabbi Harvey Teacher’s Guide
By Steve Sheinkin with Ariella Tievsky
81⁄2 x 11, 32 pp, PB, 978-1-58023-326-2

Rabbi Harvey vs. the Wisdom Kid: A Graphic Novel of
Dueling Jewish Folktales in the Wild West

By Steve Sheinkin
Rabbi Harvey’s first book-length adventure and toughest challenge
yet! Another hilarious, action-packed plot, drawing on timeless
Jewish folktales and teachings.
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